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/hack you for inviting me to testify on the criticall

important subject of school desegregation.

As you know, I testified last month bef6re a Senate

Subcommittee loo in at'this same question. °I believe that all

of us involved in the developMent oflolicy in this area and

.in enforcement will benefit from the thorough study now

unde-rway in the House and. Senate.

Few contemporary domestic is)ues command as much public

attention as the question oA how this Administration and

Congress plan to respond a problem of unconstitutional

racial segregation of ou

I believe, agrees wi ;h the

schools.pirtually everyone,

imate objectilie -- that is,

complete eradication of.staveimposed racial segregation'.

Moreover, we all probably can agree that the achievement of

this objective is central to the constitutional promise of

equal protection of the laws.

In recent years, however, we have witnessed growing

disenchentMent by many with some of-"the remedies ueed to

accomplish the constitutional imperative of eliminating

racial -discrimination in public schools. The,testimony

presented-t6 this Subcommittee and two Senat.4 Subcommitteet

underscores an increased public awareness of the need to

develop enlightened and forwardlooking school desegregation

remedies.
4
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I know that this Committee3as before it several

bills and proposed constitutional amendments dealing with

the subject of school desegregation. While these prOposals

differ in a number of respects -- both in terms of the procedural

.approach suggested and in terms of the substantive 'relief

c ntemplated -- all sound the same theme: 'compulsory busing

tudents fn order to achieve racial balance in the public
_

A

schools is not an acceptable remedy.,

As a matter of Admfnistration policy, this theme has

, been endo2ed by the Ptesident, the Vice Ptesixient, the
. .. 0 . .'

Secretary of.Education, the Attorney General, and me.

The Administration is thus Clearly and unequivocally on

record as opposing the use of mandatory transportation of

students to achieve racial balance as an etement of relief in

. future school desegregation case,s. Stating our opposition

to compelled busing, however, is but a starting point in

divelopingtjust.and sound policies to achieve Ole central

"aim4of school desegregation equAl.educaticnal opportunity.

-0(

If mandatory busing is !It an acceptable tool with whit to

combat unconstitutional racial segregation of our public.

schools, it is incumbent upon all branches of governmentto

develop reasonable and-meaningful alternatives designed to

remove remaining state - enforced racial barriers to open

student enrollment and to' ensure equal eXUcattonal opt:3pr-

tunity for all, without regard to rate, coLor orethnic origin.

4
)
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It.is in the ajea of de-veloping just such meaningful
. 1

alternative approaches to accomplish\to the fullest extent

practicable the desegregation of unconstitutionally segregatede
/pu'bljc schools that ,we at' the, Department of Justice have

been concentrating our attention in rectnt months.

am pleased to lave this opportunity to share with you the

thoughts and tentative conclusions resulting from our analysis

to date.

Let me note at tte outset that my remarks today are

directed only to the,..colicy considerations raised by the

several bills currently before the Judiciary Committee. Other

questions have been raised regarding the constitutionality

of legislation that seeks to restrict the jurisdictional authority

of federal courts to order certain relief. Those complex

constitutional issues are being carefully scrutinized by the

4
Department of Justice. Because that review has pot yet been

completed, I will, for the present, place to ome side all

discussion relating to the constitutional Implications of

the bills befcrre this Subcommittee and the Subcolmfttee on

Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice.

Rather, will focus solely' on the remedial considerations

under dev lopment by this Administration to vindicate the

constitutional and statutory requirements of equal educational

opportunity. I hope that this Subcommittee will find the

Administration's analysis -- and the policies borne of that

analysis -- useful in its deliberations in this area.

-7
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The Department's responsibility \i-n the field of school,'

desegregation derives, as you know, from Titles IV, VI and IX

Of the- CiVil Rights Ac'ts of 1964, Is well as the Equal Education

Opportunity Att pf 1974. It is important to emphasize that

these statutes do not authorize the bepartment of Justice\

to for:1141st. education policy.' Nor could they, for under

our federal system, primary responsibility for formulating

and implementing education policies is constitutionally

rserv.ed to till states and their local school boards. In

carrying out. this responsibility, however, the states can

transgieSs constitutional bounds, and the hpartment's basic
. .

mission under these federal statutes, a mission to which

this Administration is fully committed, is to enforce the

constitutional right of all children in public schools' to be

provided equal educational opportunity, without regard to

race,color or ethnic origin.

In discussing with you the particulars of how we intend

to enforce this Constitutional ;1\4..ht, it is important
a

frame :the.discussion in proper historical perspective.

Brown v. Board of,Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), is,

4
of course, the.stirting point. In Brown, the Supreme Court

held that even though physical facilities and other tangible

elements of the educational environment may be equal, stateimposed.

racial segregation of public school students deprives minority

students of equal pptection of the laws. Id. at 493. Castitg

O
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aside the shameful "separate- but - equal" doctrine established

some 84'years earlier in Plessy v. Ferguson, 110 U.S. 537

(1896), he Court held that state-imposed racial'separation

inevitably stigmatizes minority students ds inferior. Id.

at 494. The Court concluded, therefore, that state-enforced

racially separated educational Ac,ilities are inherently unequal.

Id. at 495.

One year after the initial deciiion in Brown, the - Supreme

'Court, 'Jai Brown II; ordered that,rthe Ration's dudl school

systems .be dismantled "wit4 all delibera'te speed." Brown v.
A

Board of Education, 349 U.S. 294, 300-301 (1455) (Brown II).

The goal of a desegregation remedy, the Court declared, is ;

the admission of students(to public schoo,ls oli'a "racially

'nondiscriminatory basis." Ibid.

During the period following Brown II,.ptate and local

offfctals engiged in widespread resistance to the Court's

4ecision; thus, few jurisdictions made any real progrress

towards desegregation. In 1968, thirteen ,years after 'Brown II,

the Supreme Court's pa.tience ran out. In Green v. County

School Board,,391 U.S. 430 (1968), the Court was confronted

with a "freedom-of-choice" plan that had the effect of

reserving a dual system. In disapproving this plan, the

Court made clear that a desegregation plan musvt be judged

by its eftectivenesi in disestablishing state-imposed
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segregation. Id. at 439. The burden on a school board
. 41,

that has operateddual system, the'Court explained, "is to

./comg forward with a plan that promises realistically to work
r

and promises realiltically to work now.: Ibid.

In neither Brown mor Green, hc&ever, did the Court

assert that racial balance in the classroom is a constitutional

reqpirement or an essential element of` the relief necessarj ,

to redress stateenforced legregation in public schools.

Rather, the Cburt held simply that the Constitution requires

i

racially nondiscriminatory student assignments and eradication

of the segregative.eftects,of past i,n.tentional racial

discrimination by schoOl officials.

Because of the problems encountered by t'he lowr courts

in implementing`the Green decision, the Supreme Codrt returned
A

to the subject of a school board's remedial obligations three

years later in Swann v. CharlotEeMecklenbUrg Board of Education,

402 U.S. 1 (1971). Swann specifically rejected any "subsktantive.

constitutional'-right (to a] particular degree of racial balance" ,I

(id. at 24), and reiterated that the basic remedial obligation)

of school boards is "to eliminate from the public schools

all vestiges of stateimposed segregation." Id. at 15.
P .

For.the first time, however, the Court authorized use Of

mandatory race conscious student assignments to achieve

thit objective, explaining" that racially neutral measures,

such as neighborhood.zoning, may fall to counteract the

continuing effects of past unconstitutional segregatiOn.
t

0.

Id. at 27-28e- horeover, in, light of the prevalence of bus

ON
1-,

.
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transportation in public school systems, the Swann Court

upheld the use of mandatory bus transportation as a permissible
7

tool of school desegregation. Id. at 29-30.

Thus, in what has proved to be the last unanimoas opinion

by the High Court in the schoo area,area, the first

t
1

tentative step was taken down the, remedial road of court-

ordered, race-conscious pupil assignments and transportation.

Since,then, that roa4rhas been traversed more.and more often

by the yellow school bus.

What is interesting to note, however, is that the Swann

Court spoke in meapured terms, expressing reserved acceptance
A -

of busing as, but one of a number of remedial devices available

for use when, and these are the Supreme Court's,words, it

is "practicable," "reasonable," "feasible," "workable,"

and "realistic." The Court clearly did not contemplate

indiscriminate use of busing without regard to other important,

and often conflicting, considerations. Indeed, the Swann

Court, emphasizing the multiple public and private interests

that should inform a desegregation decree, expressed disapproval
/

of compulsory busing that risks the health of studedts or

significant,ly impinges on the'educational proCess, made

clear that' busing can be o dered only to'eliminate the effects

. -

of state-imposed segregation and not to attain racial balance

in the schools, and tacitly admonished courts to rely on

/,
experience' in exercising their equitable remedial powers.
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Today; a decade after Swann, there is ample reason to

heed that admcnition. JuStice Oliver Wendell Holme,s counseled

wisely, in his book The Common Law, that "the life of.,he law

has not been logic,, it has ,been experience." Unlike 1971,

when no court had any empirical evidence ,on which to assess

the advisability or effectiveness of mandatory, busing, now

.

we have 10 fears of experience and the results'of hundreds

4
of busing decrees on which to. draw -in formulating current

disegregation policies. It is against this backdrop that

courts, legislators, and'the public- must -- as Swann itself

signale&--- now reconsider the wisdom of mandatory busing

(

as a remedy for de lure segregation.

Few issues have generated as much public angui.sh and

resistance, and have deflected as much timekand resources

away from needed endeavors to enrich the e4ucational_

environment of public schools, as court-ordered\busing.

The results of numerous studi-lraimed at determining the

impact of buiing on educational achiebement are at best.

mixed. There has yet to be produced sufficient evidence

%showimg that mandatory transportation of students has been .

adequately attentive to the seemingly forgot -ten "other"

remedial objective of both Brown and Swann; namely,

establishment of an educational environment that offe!,s

equal opportunity to every 801001 child, irrespective of

race, ;clot-, or ethnic origin. to his May address to the

American-Law Institute, Attorney General William French Smith

j
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accurately commented on.the accumulated evidence in this
7

area in the following terms:
.

Some studies have found negative effects

on achievement. Other studies indicate
that busing does not have positive effects

on achievement and that other consid-
erations are more likely to produce
significant positive influences.

In addition, in any communities
where courts have implemented busing
plans, resegregation has occurred. In

,' some instances upwardly mobile whites
and blacks have merely chosen to leave

the urban environment. In other in-

,
stances, a concern for the quality of
the schools their children attend has
caused parent to move beyond the reach
of busing orders. Other parents have
chosen to enroll their children in
private'schools that they consider
,better able to provide a quality
encation. The 43esertion of our
cities' school system has sometimes
eliminated any chance Of achieving
radial balance even if intrs-c,ity
busing were ordered. -1

vs,

These lessons of experience tave not been lost on some

judges, 'including members of the Supreme. Court, where opinion'

in this area is now sharply divided. For example, Justice

LeOis Powell recently remarked in dissent in the Estes case:

I

o.

g
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Thiq pursuit of racial balance at
any cost . . . is without consti-
tutional or social justification.

. Out of zeal to remedy one evil, -4,

courts may encourage Or' set the
stage foi Other evils. By acting
aga.ast one race schoOls, courts
may produce one_ race systems., */

The flight from drban public schools has contributed to

the erosion of the tax base of a number of citieg, which,

in turn, hasa direct bearing on the growing inability of .

many school systems to provide a quality education to their

students -- whether black or white. Similarly, the loss

of parental support and involvement -- which often comes

with the abandonment of a neighborhood school policy -- has

robbed any public school systems of a critical component of

successful educational programs. There is, in addition',

growing empirical evidence that educational_achievement'

' does not depend upon racial balaince in public schools.

To be sure, some communities have accepted mandatory

busing, thus avoiding some of its negative effects. However,

calmiccep.tance of mandatory busing is too often not forthcoming;

and, pliainly,, the stronger the parental and community resistance,

the .less effective a compulstry student transportation plan

becomes.

*/ Estes v. Metropolitan Bianches of the Dallas NAACP,

40" U.S. 437, 450(1980) (Powell, J., joined by Stewart.

and Rehnquist, J. J., dissenting from dismissal of
certiorari as improvidently granted).

1 2 1/2,
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'One of the principal objections to busing is that

courts -- frequently relying A the advice of expert's ---

have largely ignored th, measured terms of the Swann decistop

and have employed busing indiscrimifiatelr, on. the apparent

assumption thit the cure-ali*for past intentional segregativ

acts is
1
to reconstitute all classr4oms along stric4 racial"

percentages. Not even in a perfect educational wprld would

one eipect, to find every school robr populated by precise
ea

racial percentages that mirror the general school age

'population.

1 , -Mandatory busing has also been legitimately criticized on

v.
th. groun4s that it has been employed.in some cases kto alter racial

'imbalance that is in no,. way attributable to the intedtionally

segregative acts of state officials. In Reyes v. Denver-

School District, 413`D.S. 189 (1973), the Supreme Court held

that a finding of state-imposed racial segregation in one

portion of a school system creates a presumption that racial

imbalance in other portions of the system is also the product

of state action. To avoid imposition of a system-wide,

desegregation plan, which often includes system-wide busing,,

a school board subject to the Keyes presumption must shoulder

the difficult burden of proving ,that racial imbalance in

schools elsewhere in the system is not attributable to school

authorities. lin cases in whidh there is no independent evidence
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that the racial imbalance !An a challenged school can

APrealistfcally be traced to.the Intentionally segregative dcts

of.scho81
orfiCials,applicati-on of the Keyes presumption is

unfair. Yet id nas in:the past been so used, resulting

in some instances in imposition of system-wide trlinsportation

remedies encompassing
not-only de jure, or state - imposed,

racial segreictionb but de faeto racial.segregation as well.

Sobered by this experieng,e, the Admile-aaA n has

reexamined the remedies employed in school desegregation

cases. Stated succinctly, we hav luded'that involuntary

busing has largely failed in two majOr respects: (1) it has

failed to elicit public support and (2) it has failed to, 4

advance the overriding goal of equal educational opportunity.

AdherenCe to an experiment that has not wiphstood the teat

ofexperience obviously makes, little sense.

Accordingly, the Department will hencefor h, on a

finding by a court Of de sure, racial segregation,/seek

AP -

a desegregation reme t emphasizes the following three
,

components, father tOan court -ordered busing:

(i) removal of all state - enforced

racial barriers to open access

to public schools;

(ii) assurance that all student; --

white, black, hispanicor of any

Other ethnic origin -- are

Provided equal opportunities

to -obtain an education of com-

parable quality;(/

(iii). eradication to-the ful t extent .

practicable of the rem ining_

vestiges'of'the prior dual systems
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.To accomplish this three -part objective, we have developed,

I think, a coherent, sound, and just litigation policy that

. will ensure fair enforcement of the civil rights laws, eliminate

the adverse results-attending percentage busing, and make

.educational issues the foremost consideration.

As p ,art of that litigation policy, the Dtartment will

thoroughly investigate the background of every racially

identifiable school'in a district to determine whether the

,Oscial segregation is de jure or de facto. In deciding to

initiate litigation, we will not relp_on the Keyes presImption,

but will define the violation precisely and seek to limit

.

the remedy only to those schools in which racial imbalance

is the prodtiat of intentionally segregative acts of estate

officials. And all aspects of practicability, such'as disruption

to the educational process, community acceptance, and student

safety, will be weighed in designing a desegregation remedy.

In,developing the specific remedial techniques to

saccomplish this three-part objective, we recognize that no

single-desegregation technique provides an answer. Nor

does any .particUlar combination of tectniqued offer the

perfect remedial formula for all cases. But some desegregation

approaches that seem to hold promise for success include:
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'voluntary student trantfer programs; magnet -schools;
_ , 4

curriculum requirements; faculty incentives; in servi

(91training programs forileachers and administrators; school

closings in systems with excess capacity and new construction
---

4t,

in systems that are overcrowded; and modest adjustments to_

attendance zones. The overarching principle guiding the

selection of any or ,all of these remedial techniques --
e

or indeed resOrtini to

'others

that may be developed -- is

equal educational dpiartunity.

Let me add that our present th4king is to give this

approach prospective a4lication only. We thus do not

contemplate routinely reopening decrees that have proved

effective in practice. The.law generally recognizes a special

interest in the fintlity of judgments, and that interest is
."F

particularly.stronvin the area of school desegregation..

Nothing we have learned in the 10 yearf since SwanN leads to

the conclusibc thilt the public would be well served by reopening

wounds that have4ong since healed.

On t he other hand, tome school districts may have been

succeseftl in their effo ts to dismantle the dual systems

of an earlier era'. . ,O't'hers might be able to demonstrate that.

circumstances with a the system have'changed to such a degree

that continued adherence to a forced busing remedy would

'serve no desegregative purpose. Certainly, if,*1, the wake

of white flight or demographic shifts, black children are

.being bused from one predpmi`nantly black school to another,

er
1 i;
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the school,system :should not be required to cantinue,such

assignments. A requeSt pr ,the local school board to reopen

the decree `such circums,tances would be appropriate in

my view, and the Justice Department might well not

oppose such a request so -long as we are satisfied that the

three remedial objectives.discussed above will not be compromised.

There is another dimension to the Administration's

current-school desegregation policy that deserves mention.

Apart from ths issue of unconstitutional pupil assignments,

exprience has taught that identifiably minority schools sometimes

receive inferior educational attention. Whatever the ultimate

racial composition in the elassjoom,the constitutional

guaranty of equal educational opportunity prohibits school

fir
officials from intentionally depriving any student,, on the

basis of race, color, or ethnic origin, of an equal opportunity

to -receive an education codparable in quality to that being

received by other students in the- school district.

Deliberately providing a lower level of educational

.services to identifiably minority schools is as invidious as

deliberate racial segregation. Evidence of such co4duct by

1
state officials might include disparities in the tangible

components of education, Such as the level and breadth of

academic and extracurricular programs, the educational achiev-ement

and experience of teachers and administrators, and the size,

age, and.general conditions of physical facilities.

17
.S
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Indeed, Swann itself held that, independent of student
0

assignment, where it is possible to identify' a black school

"simply by reference t,o the racial composition of teachers

and staff, the quality of school buildings and equipment, or

the organization of sports activities, a prima facie case of

violation of substantive constitutional rights under the

Equal Protection Clause isishown." 402 U.S. at 18. The-

Court explained that the,p oper remedy in such cases is to
4

"proAuce schools of like q ality, facilities, and staffs."

Id. at 19. Despite the re ognition of this c'enstitutionAl

right by a unanimous Court Swann, suits have rarely been

brought to redress such wro

In pursuing constituti nal violations of this kind,

the Justice Department in no\way intends to second-guess or

otherwise intrude iro the educational decisions and policymaking

of state education officials. That function, as I have

previously made clear, is reserved to the states. And in manT,

cases substantiil disparities in the .tangiblercomponents of

education may well be attributable to legitimate, racially

nondiscriminatory factors. But when such disparities are the

product of'intentional racial discrimination by state officials,

can it seriously be maintained that the educationally disadvantaged

students are being afforded equal protectionof the laws? Our

future enforcement policies will be aimed at detecting and cor-
k

recting any such constitutional violations wherever they occur.
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In sun, the Administration remains firm in its resolve

to ferret out any and all instances of unlawful racial segregation

and to bring such practices to' ap halt. We do not believe

that successful pfrsuit\of that policy requires resort to a

desegregation remedy known 'fm experience to be largely

ineffective and, in any cases, co terproductive. The

sch4 desegregation amendments that ha;4. been proposed during

this Congress suggest a similar attitude on the part of

a number of members of the House. To the extent that those

proposals seek to restrict the use of mandatbry stude,t, transpor-

tation as a tool of school dese4iegation, they ref.lect the=

1 Te.

thinking ofti,je Administration iA 4is area.

In closing, let me state that this administration will

tirelessly.attack state-impp&ed
segregation of our Nation's

public schools on account of race, color or ethnic origin.

TheDepartment's mission
continues to be the prompt and

1
ec mplete eradication of de jure segregation. While the

lief Ire seek may differ in 54rtain respects from the

.

. 1

remedies relied upon by our predecessors, the D piartment

of JUstice will not retreat from its statutory and consti-

tutional obligation to vindicate the/cherished constitutional

guaranty of equal educational opportunity.
*YA

Thank you. Mr; Chairman, I would,be happy to respond

to questions that you or other members of the Subcommittee -

may h.eve.


